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ABSTRACT: Accurate estimates of characteristic traffic load effects are greatly beneficial in prioritizing bridges for repair and replacement. The extreme loading events likely to cause characteristic load effects are dominated by very heavy permit trucks. As these trucks are significantly heavier and are subject to stricter controls than standard trucks, they may be treated separately from the general truck population. This paper examines truck loading at 3 Weigh-in-Motion (WIM) sites in the United States and develops filtering rules to identify permit trucks based on the available axle spacing information. Once all trucks have been classified, permit and standard trucks are examined separately to get a better understanding of their importance for bridge loading. A Monte Carlo simulation model is developed which allows permit trucks to be simulated independently of the standard truck population. The truck simulation model is used to investigate the changes in characteristic load effects resulting from changes in permit-issuing policy.
normal trucks and routine permits, and special design vehicles, which are trucks above the limits for routine permits that require individual analysis. It can be argued that standard vehicles are not well controlled and should have a higher factor of safety or return period. Permit vehicles, on the other hand, are subject to a greater degree of control which may justify a lesser factor of safety or return period. Previous work has shown that characteristic load effects are caused predominantly by permit vehicles (Enright & OBrien, 2012).

In this paper, WIM data from three states in the United States are filtered to separate apparent permit vehicles from standard vehicles. The two data subsets – apparent standard and apparent permit – are examined separately.

2. WEIGH-IN-MOTION DATABASE

For this study, data from three WIM sites in the United States is analyzed. This WIM data has been collected as part of a follow-on project of the Federal Highway Administration’s Long Term Pavement Performance (LTTPP) program for traffic data collection. In the early years of the LTTPP, traffic data was collected with inconsistent quality control measures (Walker & Cebon 2012). A plan was developed in 1999 under which, among other things, quality control was improved and implemented centrally. This led to a significant improvement in WIM data reliability. Since 2003, ‘research quality’ WIM data is being collected at 28 of the Specific Pavement Studies LTTPP sites. Research Quality is, for this purpose, defined as 210 days of data per year of known calibration, meeting LTTPP’s accuracy requirements for steering and tandem axles, gross vehicle weight, vehicle length, speed, and axle spacing. The recommended WIM technologies include bending plate, load cell, and quartz sensors. The three sites used here all belong to this group of research-quality WIM sites.

Table 1 shows the details of the WIM sites used in this work. At all sites, only one lane in one direction is measured, that being the slow lane. All data was collected between 1st January 2008 and 31st December 2011.

Table 1. Details of WIM sites

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site</th>
<th>Road</th>
<th>Weekdays of Data</th>
<th>Average Trucks/day</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Arizona</td>
<td>I-10 East</td>
<td>996</td>
<td>4988</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Illinois</td>
<td>I-57 North</td>
<td>1008</td>
<td>3139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indiana</td>
<td>US-93 North</td>
<td>870</td>
<td>1489</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All raw WIM databases contain a certain amount of erroneous data. Before WIM data is analyzed this data must first be removed. In this study a set of rules is developed, based on the rules proposed by Enright (2010), to remove these errors.

3. FILTERING PERMIT TRUCKS

It is standard practice in the United States and Europe to analyze bridges separately for the effects of standard and permit vehicles. It is assumed that there is greater control on vehicles that require permits which justifies the use of a lesser factor of safety or return period. Separating standard and permit trucks is difficult in WIM data. While transponders or other devices may be used in the future to transmit data on the permit status of a vehicle to the roadside, this is not, to the authors’ knowledge, a part of any current Weigh-in-Motion (WIM) system in the world today.

Arbitrarily identifying all vehicles outside the legal weight limit as having a permit would be problematic. In most WIM databases, there are significant numbers of standard vehicles with weights in excess of the legal limits. If these were excluded, it would put an upper limit on the weights of standard trucks and would render any statistical extrapolation of that data meaningless. In effect, characteristic load effects would converge to a limit as the return period approached infinity. While the load effects due to standard trucks tend to converge to a limit, it is not the limit corresponding to the legal maximum weight.

A set of filtering rules is therefore developed based on the numbers of axles and axle spacing. The resulting filtered data is separated into apparent standard and apparent permit vehicles. The apparent standard dataset may contain vehicles with silhouettes similar to standard trucks that have a permit. Similarly, the apparent permit dataset may contain vehicles that should have a permit but which do not. While this is not an ideal situation, it successfully separates the vehicles into sets that have distinctly different statistical properties.

Fig. 1 illustrates an example of filtered data from the I57 in Illinois, plotted on probability paper. The apparent standard vehicle data shows a clear non-critical trend and it can be seen that, if the trend is extrapolated, the characteristic maximum gross weight for 75-year or 1000-year return periods is much less than for the apparent permit set. Filtering in this way allows the two statistically dissimilar datasets to be separated and treated differently: the apparent standard is tending towards lower characteristic values but may justify a greater return period; the apparent permit tends towards higher characteristic values but these vehicles are better controlled and may justify little or no extrapolation. Caprani et al. (2008) have demonstrated the benefits of separating statistical data in this way.
The rules adopted for filtering the data are as follows. A vehicle is assigned to the apparent permit set if it meets one or more of the following rules:

1. More than 9 axles.
2. Group of 4 (or more) axles at rear of truck.
3. More than 6 axles, with a tridem at rear (not a Long Combination Vehicle).
4. Articulated semi-trailer configuration which is longer than legal limit or has > 6 axles.
5. Maximum inter-axle spacing less than 5.5 m and average spacing less than 2.7 m (mobile crane type).

4. MONTE CARLO SIMULATION

WIM data at the three sites is used to calibrate a Monte Carlo simulation model of traffic load on a number of bridges. This allows the implementation of ‘long run’ traffic load simulation (Enright & O’Brien 2012) whereby enough data is generated to reduce the element of uncertainty associated with the statistical extrapolation process. In this case, apparent standard vehicles are generated by continually re-sampling (bootstrapping) from the vehicle records available at each site. The focus of this study is the apparent permit vehicles and these are considered in more detail.

Three types of apparent permit vehicle are evident in the data: low loaders, mobile cranes and mobile cranes with dollies. Low loaders are characterized by one big axle spacing with more closely spaced axle groups on either side. The example of Fig. 2(a) is typical with a maximum axle spacing of 10.5 m. Cranes are characterized by high average axle loads and small spacings. The example of Fig. 2(b) is found in both Europe and the United States. The example of Fig. 2(c) includes a trailing dolly to spread the load over a greater number of axles. This appears to be a product of the US Federal Bridge Formula (Sivakumar et al. 2007) and is not generally found in Europe.
into groups with equal axle weights and spacing with each group.

For each of the three apparent permit vehicle types, the tail of a bivariate Normal distribution is fitted to the tail of the measured gross weights and numbers of axles, as illustrated in Fig. 4. This bivariate fitting allows the simulation of weights beyond anything recorded and has the effect of randomizing the numbers of axles while retaining good consistency with the measurements. As only the extreme data is of interest, the bivariate distribution is fit to the 100 heaviest low loaders. For each of the crane type vehicles the distribution is fitted to the 50 heaviest, as there are less of these in the WIM data.

Figure 4. Contours of probability from a fit of the tail of a bivariate Normal distribution to gross vehicle weight (GVW) and numbers of axles for low loaders, at the Indiana WIM site.

Typical results are illustrated in the probability paper plot of Fig. 5. Maximum-per-day load effects, calculated directly from the 1008 days of measured data, are shown in red. These maximum-per-day values are for all apparent permits and standards. The standards, however, are unlikely to contribute as we have seen that permit trucks dominate the extreme loading events. The Monte Carlo simulation is run for a period representing 300 years. The simulated maximum-per-day data, shown in pink, can be seen to match the directly measured data quite well, confirming the insensitivity to the simplifications of Fig. 3. While the characteristic maximum 75-year load effect could have been taken directly, accuracy is improved by a best fitting of a Weibull distribution to the tail of the data (OBrien et al. 2010). In this case, least squares fitting is used to find the best fit to the top 2√n of the n data points (Castillo 1988).

Figure 5. Interpolation on probability paper to find the characteristic maximum load effect for shear on 30m bridge at the Illinois site.

For multi-lane bridges, single vehicle loading events have been shown to be dominant at the characteristic maximum level, when the transverse stiffness of the bridge is relatively low (Enright & OBrien 2012). When the transverse stiffness is high, two vehicles commonly contribute to the characteristic maximum load effect. This latter is consistent with Turkstra’s Rule (Getachew & OBrien 2007) which predicts that the critical loading event will be caused by the characteristic maximum vehicle (in some sense) in one lane, combined with a typical vehicle in the other. The truck in the second lane is generally standard and its contribution to the characteristic load effect modest. For this work a high transverse stiffness is assumed for all cases.

The analysis is carried out for a range of bridge lengths and for three load effects: mid-span bending and end shear in simply supported bridges and central support moment in 2-span bridges. In each case, the characteristic 75-year load effect values are found. This process is repeated for each of the three WIM sites.

For all three sites, WIM data is only available in the slow lane of a multi-lane highway. Two-lane bridges are considered using the same slow-lane data in each lane. This is conservative: if the highway becomes a 2-lane bi-directional road, cars from the fast lane(s) will merge with the trucks in the slow lane and will tend to reduce the density of trucks, thereby reducing the probability of 2-truck meeting events on the bridge. It is also conservative for 2-lane same-direction bridges as data from two slow lanes is being used which has a much higher density of trucks than a fast lane alongside a slow lane. For the Arizona site where the truck flow is high, it is deemed unrealistic to have two lanes with this number of trucks and only single lane bridges are considered.
Characteristic maximum load effects are found for a range of bridge lengths and influence lines. The entire process is repeated, assuming different weight restrictions on the apparent permit vehicles.

The legal weight limit in the United States is 36 tonnes (80 kips) but trucks can get routine permits up to a higher threshold beyond which they must be individually analyzed. This higher threshold for the most bridge-friendly configuration is determined at state level and is 113, 54 and 54 tonnes (250, 120 and 120 kips) for Arizona (AZ), Illinois (IL) and Indiana (IN) respectively (USDOT 2000). Weight restrictions can, in effect, only be applied to true permit vehicles. Such restrictions cannot be applied to those vehicles deemed by the filter to have permits but which do not. It has therefore been decided to impose simple percentage reductions in the maximum allowable weights of all apparent permit vehicles. This assumes the same amount of illegal overloading of apparent standards as currently exists at each site. The maximum allowable permit weight is restricted as a percentage of the mean maximum weekly (MMW) GVW. The MMW GVW is used as it allows sites with different levels of truck loading to be compared on the same graph. It is also a good measure of the aggressiveness of truck traffic for bridge loading (OBrien & Enright 2012). The Arizona, Illinois and Indiana sites have a MMW GVW of 93, 99 and 65 tonnes respectively.

Some typical results are illustrated in Fig 6. There is random variation in the results due to the nature of the Monte Carlo simulation process. However, where the trend is consistent, it suggests that repeated simulations are likely to give similar results.

The extent of the ‘savings’ in load effect that are possible by reducing the maximum allowable weight of permit vehicles varies by load effect and span. It appears that the reduction in characteristic load effect increases with bridge span (Fig. 6(a) and 6(b)).

![Figure 6](image_url)

In some cases an upper limit to the reductions can be seen (e.g., AZ, Single Vehicle in Fig. 6(d)) where the load effects caused by standard trucks become larger than those of the restricted permits. This limit is reached at all sites with further restrictions to permit trucks. The most significant point in these graphs is that by imposing restrictions on the weight of permit trucks, reductions in characteristic load effect of up to 45% can be achieved.
6. CONCLUSIONS

This paper analyzes data from three American WIM sites. It uses a filter based on numbers of axles and axle spacing to separate vehicles that apparently have a permit from those that apparently do not. The approach greatly simplifies the analysis required to find the characteristic maximum load effects on bridges.

In the simulations, apparent standard (non-permit) vehicles are simply bootstrapped from the database. Apparent permit vehicles are broken down into just three categories – low loaders, mobile cranes and cranes with dollies. These vehicle types are simplified (Fig. 3) and the simplified model calibrated against the WIM data. The resulting model is found to give good agreement when compared against the load effects calculated directly from the WIM data.

The implications of imposing upper limits on the weights of permit trucks is investigated. It is shown that the savings in characteristic 75-year maximum load effect vary by load effect and span and that savings of up to 45% are possible.
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